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In our February report, 2019 Top 10 List, we presented 10 fundamentals supporting a portfolio allocation to gold in 2019. 
In this update, we shift our focus to the portfolio utility of gold mining equities. At Sprott, we view the investment merits of 
gold and gold shares as distinctly different. Gold provides the capacity to remove virtually unlimited amounts of capital from 
the vagaries of the global financial system at a moment’s notice. Gold shares, on the other hand, introduce two important 
sweeteners to the gold investment thesis. First, gold mining companies provide well-documented torque to cyclical advances 
in spot gold. In essence, high-quality miners introduce a tangible value-creation process to the secular opportunity of rising 
gold prices.

Second, gold shares represent a tactical allocation capable of generating significant portfolio alpha during periods in 
which over-ebullience for U.S. financial assets is being recalibrated. We recognize that many investors view the investment 
opportunity of gold shares as somewhat akin to casino players striving to dissipate capital as slowly as possible. While we are 
familiar with historical facts contributing to this sort of impression, we are writing to set the record straight — since 2000, 
gold equities have provided unrivaled protection of portfolio purchasing power during periods in which faith in U.S. 
financial assets has been truly challenged. Given our evaluation of the current macroeconomic landscape, we suspect 
gold equities are poised for a span of significant nominal and relative performance.

Beta-to-Bullion

The investment proposition of gold shares is fairly straightforward: gold equities provide leverage to rising gold prices. 
This beta-to-bullion relationship is powered by empirically sound fundamentals. Gold mines involve significant fixed costs 
underpinning highly variable revenues. Therefore, the math of a rising gold price implies profit leverage over both imbedded 
development and construction costs as well as ongoing costs of extraction. Additionally, a rising gold price increases the 
mineral reserves of most mining companies even in the absence of incremental discoveries. SEC accounting rules guide gold-
miners to include in their reserve statements only the portions of ore bodies which can be mined profitably at a reasonably 
assumed gold price. As the gold price rises, miners can therefore upgrade their mineral resources to the reserve category 
based on audited assumptions of profitability. Finally, a rising gold price fuels expanding corporate exploration budgets, in 
turn, enabling the value creation of new discoveries. Because most new gold is found close to existing deposits, a rising gold 
price reflexively enhances the value of miners’ existing land packages. 

The beta-to-bullion power of gold shares suggests that the most important factor in performance of gold equities should 
always be movements in the gold price itself. Nonetheless, a common reservation about gold shares is the perception that 
their equity component introduces vulnerability to the same type of broad-based equity turbulence against which a gold 
investment is supposed to provide protection. In addressing this perception, we will let the facts speak for themselves. As 
shown in our addenda graphs, during the 18 years since the end of gold’s bear market in 2000, the weekly correlation 
between the New York Stock Exchange ARCA Gold Miners Index (GDM Index) and spot gold has measured a lofty 77.2%, 
while the correlation between the GDM Index and the S&P 500 Index has registered just 16.1%.

As U.S. equity averages have plumbed new heights in recent years, gold shares’ correlation to spot gold has tightened, while 
their correlation to the S&P 500 has actually turned negative. By way of example, during the three years ended 3/15/19, 
the correlation between the GDM Index and spot gold rose to 80.4% while the correlation between the GDM Index and the 
S&P 500 flipped all the way to negative 3.8%.
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A central component of our gold equities investment thesis is the ability for gold shares to provide portfolio alpha when 
perceptions of traditional financial assets are deteriorating. Along these lines, it is important to note that during the past 
year, correlation between the GDM Index and the S&P 500 fell to negative 16.8%, and during the S&P 500’s Q4 2018 
swoon, all the way to negative 30.9%.

It has gone completely unheralded that during the 19.63% collapse in the S&P 500 between 10/3/18 and 
Christmas Eve, the GDM Index actually soared 11.69%! Perhaps even more impressive, during the post-Christmas 
(miracle) 20.05% rebound for the S&P 500, the GDM Index has not looked back, rallying an additional 6.34%. To us, it seems 
fairly clear that gold shares are signaling an important inflection point for broad equity averages.

What Moves Gold Equities?

From a year-end 2000 close of $272.25 per ounce, the spot gold price has risen 378%, to a 3/15/19 close of $1,302.48. 
Taken together with gold’s 77.2% documented correlation to the GDM Index, one would assume gold shares enjoyed bright 
prospects for the past two decades. We present in Figure 1, annual performance statistics for spot gold, the GDM Index 
and the S&P 500. By and large, the interrelationship of these three asset classes has proved roughly as might have been 
expected — gold shares have (intuitively) outperformed broad equity averages when bullion prices have been especially 
strong, and underperformed when the momentum of rising bullion prices has stalled or reversed into outright decline.

Figure 1: Annual Total Return for Spot Gold, GDM Index and S&P 500 Index (2001-3/15/19)

Year Spot Gold Delta GDM Total Return SPX Total Return

2001 2.46% 39.28% -11.89%

2002 24.78% 79.69% -22.10%

2003 19.37% 47.07% 28.66%

2004 5.54% -9.38% 10.88%

2005 17.92% 30.43% 4.91%

2006 23.16% 22.98% 15.78%

2007 30.98% 17.58% 5.57%

2008 5.78% -26.34% -37.00%

2009 24.37% 37.98% 26.45%

2010 29.52% 34.76% 15.06%

2011 10.06% -15.48% 2.11%

2012 7.14% -8.46% 15.99%

2013 -28.04% -53.62% 34.62%

2014 -1.72% -11.71% 13.68%

2015 -10.42% -24.55% 1.37%

2016 8.56% 54.57% 11.95%

2017 13.09% 12.45% 21.82%

2018 -1.58% -8.39% -4.39%

3/15/2019 1.56% 6.20% 13.11%

Source: Bloomberg.
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Between 2001 and 2012, spot gold posted 12 consecutive years of price gains, an extremely rare occurrence for any 
investment asset. As exciting as this period was for gold investors, it is painfully clear in retrospect that this historically 
anomalous streak severely handicapped post-2011 prospects for gold shares in two important respects. First, after such an 
extended run, the stored force in gold’s inevitable technical correction proved just as spectacular, ultimately dragging spot 
gold down 45.53%, from an intraday high of $1,921.15 on 9/6/11 to a low of $1,046.43 on 12/3/15. 

The second impact on gold shares of gold’s historic price streak had more to do with the foibles of human nature — 
12 straight years of rising gold prices had disastrous impacts on capital discipline and corporate governance throughout 
the gold mining industry. Without rehashing the full litany of poor development and acquisition decisions, suffice it to say 
that epic mismanagement of several high-profile, large-cap miners absolutely crushed generalist-investor confidence in the 
gold mining space. Industry impairments during 2012 and 2013 totaled a staggering $50 billion, with the vast majority 
concentrated at a handful of companies dominating cap-weighted gold-equity indices.

For gold shares, the inescapable flipside of upside beta-to-bullion leverage through 2011 was subsequent downside gearing 
which proved every bit as potent. From an intraday high of 1,855.09 on 9/9/11, the GDM Index declined 81.27% to a low 
of 347.41 on 1/19/16. It is fair to say that any asset class shedding four-fifths of its value over a four-year period is unlikely 
to breed a broad class of dedicated constituents. On the other hand, it is from such misery that compelling investment 
propositions are spawned. Given gold’s reemerging profile as a preferred monetary reserve (re: central bank purchases), it 
is only a matter of time before market consensus rediscovers the irreplaceable nature of long-lived precious metals reserves. 

In final personal footnote, we will always view the price action of gold and gold shares during the four years through 2015 as 
extremely difficult to rationalize, because throughout this entire period, monetary and financial fundamentals relevant 
to the gold investment thesis only continued to strengthen. As frustrating as this period proved, we trust that 
our dedication to analysis of appropriate underlying fundamentals is finally set to yield compensatory dividends in coming 
quarters.

Credit Where Credit is Due

On the positive side of the gold-share investment ledger, the four-year drawdown in industry market cap catalyzed complete 
revamping of management focus across the industry. Summarizing, one can now count on one hand the number of CEOs with 
10-year tenure at mid-tier-and-up gold miners, and these few have survived due to their exceptional discipline in navigating 
post-2011 challenges. The other 50-or-so new gold mining CEOs who matter are all focused on expense, capital and project 
discipline. Point being, the stock of industry management has been substantially upgraded, refocused and re-incentivized. 
While it will take years to inoculate the industry completely from lingering effects of legacy projects, there is no question that 
management retooling has significantly improved industry profitability, a fact not yet appreciated by generalist investors.

We cite the comprehensive work of Giorgia Anton and the CIBC precious-metal team to lend perspective to the scale of cost-
structure improvements across the gold mining industry in recent years. CIBC plots, in Figure 2, the blended cost structure for 
the 47 gold mining companies in the CIBC gold mining universe. Cash costs for the group declined 12.7% from their 
2013 peak of $691 per ounce to $603 in 2017. Adding in G&A (general and admin expenses), exploration and sustaining 
CapEx, all-in-sustaining-costs (AISC) for the group declined 21.1% from their 2013 peak of $1,105, to $872 in 2017. 
Finally, throwing in development CapEx, interest and taxes, CIBC estimates that all-in-costs-after-tax (AIC-AT) for their 
universe declined 34.0% from a 2012 high of $1,734 to $1,145 in 2017.
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Figure 2: Aggregate Cash-Costs, All-in-Sustaining-Costs, and All-in-Costs-After-Tax for the 47-Company  
CIBC Gold Mining Universe (2005-2017 Actuals; 2018-2030 Estimates)

Source: Giorgia Anton; CIBC.

While CIBC aggregate cost estimates for 2018 and 2019 do reflect slight upticks for higher wages and Capex, as well as lower 
by-product credits, CIBC’s work clearly demonstrates that the gold mining industry has made significant strides in improving 
a wide range of financial-performance metrics during the past five years. Understandably skittish from gold shares’ four-year 
swoon, investors have yet to recognize the significant improvement in operational and financial performance in the gold 
mining industry.

Gold Equities in 2019

Ebullient equity markets and a range-bound gold price have constrained investor enthusiasm for gold equities in recent years. 
Despite significant gains during 2016, gold shares remain in 2019 near historic lows in many valuation measures. As shown 
in Figure 3, during the 25 years through 2008, the ratio of the XAU Index to spot gold averaged 0.2497x but today rests at 
only 0.0584x. We recognize there are a few legitimate factors weighing on this ratio’s decline. Component XAU companies 
have issued more shares, contemporary mining opportunities are increasingly challenging and gold miners are still disabusing 
investors of their reputation for poor capital allocation. Nonetheless, we view the 77% decline in relative valuation 
between prominent gold-miners and their sole output (bullion) as an investment proposition with highly 
compelling reversion-to-mean potential.
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Figure 3: Ratio of XAU Index-to-Spot Gold (12/23/83-3/15/19)

Source: Bloomberg.

As we have mentioned, we remain confident in the proven capacity for gold miners to generate portfolio alpha during 
significant corrections in U.S. equities. As shown in Figure 4, since 1996, there have only been two periods of extended 
inverse performance between the GDM Index and the S&P 500: 1996-through-2002 and 2012-through-the-present. In the 
first instance, gold shares were literally left for dead as the internet bubble hit full frenzy through March 2000. Then, as the 
S&P 500 fell 52%, gold stocks tripled.

Figure 4: S&P 500 Index [black] versus GDM Index [gold] (1/3/95-3/15/19)

Source: Bloomberg.
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In the current episode, the S&P 500 and gold shares have (counter-intuitively) moved in opposite directions ever since the 
Fed’s September 2012 announcement of open-ended QE3. During the first half of 2016 (yellow ovals), this gaping divergence 
appeared to be closing with a vengeance. Since the Trump election shock, however, gold shares have essentially moved 
sideways for two years while the S&P 500 has resumed its blistering upward trajectory. At the risk of talking our own book, 
it appears the S&P 500 is carving out the mother of all head-and-shoulder tops precisely as the GDM Index is percolating 
towards its next significant advance (blue ovals).

Especially in context of the post-Trump equity liftoff, we expect the “jaws of life” divergence between the S&P 500 and 
gold equity averages to close with trademark gusto in the near future. To us, redeployment of a portion of general 
U.S. equity exposure to gold shares at this juncture represents a non-consensus portfolio allocation with 
extremely high probabilities for success. If we are correct in sensing an important inflection point for relative valuations 
of precious-metal versus general equities, what might be in store for gold shares for the balance of 2019 and beyond?

While past performance is never a reliable roadmap for future events, it is nonetheless instructive to examine the degree to 
which gold shares have outperformed broad equity averages during recent market episodes when faith in U.S. financial assets 
has been truly challenged. In Figure 5, we have highlighted the three primary advances of the GDM Index during the past 
18 years. Since 2000, the GDM Index has posted three roughly three-year advances measuring 342.76% (11/17/00-12/2/03), 
185.62% (5/16/05-3/14/08), and 309.74% (10/27/08-9/8/11). Coincident performances for the S&P 500 Index during these 
three periods (measured to the calendar day in three boxed tables in Figure 5), were a decline of 22.01%, an increase of 
10.50%, and an increase of 39.70%.

Figure 5: Price Changes for GDM Index and S&P 500 Index during Three Discrete Periods (1/4/99-3/15/19)

Date GDM S&P 500 Date GDM S&P 500 Date GDM S&P 500

11/17/00 180.57 1,367.72 05/16/05 543.83 1,165.69 10/27/08 450.32 848.92

12/02/03 799.50 1,066.62 03/14/08 1,553.31 1,288.14 09/08/11 1,845.16 1,185.90

% Increase +342.76% -22.01% % Increase +185.62% +10.50% % Increase +309.74% +39.70%

Source: Bloomberg.
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While we recognize that very few investors would compare the institutional pedigree of the S&P 500 Index to that of the 
GDM Index, it is interesting to note that just a handful of prescient allocations back-and-forth between the two could have 
generated lottery-type investment returns during the past two decades. Of course, similar to the 1-in-9.2 quintillion odds of 
crafting a perfect March-madness bracket, no human being or computer algorithm could ever successfully predict discreet 
advances in gold shares. Further, corrections in the GDM Index following the three primary advances in Figure 5, measured 
31.98%, 71.01% and 81.27% (96.21% compounded), leaving the GDM Index trading in March 2019 lower than where it 
traded at the end of its first primary advance in December 2003.

Despite all of these caveats, we cannot resist pointing out that the linked performance of the three primary advances in the 
GDM Index since 2000 totaled 5,081.61%, versus coincident linked performance of 20.39% for the S&P 500 during the same 
spans (measured to the exact day). Therefore, during nine of the past 18½ years, or roughly half the time, the 
cumulative performance of the GDM Index exceeded the S&P 500 by a factor of 249-to-1.

Addressing the question of whether gold shares will provide similar portfolio alpha in more contemporary experience, during 
the eight-month 2016 re-attenuation of gold shares to general equities (red oval, Figure 5), GDM Index price appreciation 
exceeded that of the S&P 500 by a factor of 24-to-1. Coupled with the inverse performance of gold shares during the 
S&P 500’s Q4 2018 swoon, these statistics are certainly food for thought for investors concerned about stretched valuations 
for U.S. financial assets!

Sincerely,

Trey Reik 
Senior Portfolio Manager 
Sprott Asset Management USA, Inc. 
203.656.2400
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Addenda

Figure 6: GDM Index Versus Spot Gold Regression Analysis (12/31/00-3/15/19)

Source: Bloomberg.

Figure 7: GDM Index Versus S&P 500 Index Regression Analysis (12/31/00-3/15/19)

Source: Bloomberg.



About Sprott
Sprott is a global alternative asset manager with a defining focus on precious metals and real assets 
investments. Through our subsidiaries in Canada, the U.S. and Asia, Sprott is dedicated to providing 
investors with world-class investment strategies that include exchange-listed products, active equity 
strategies and highly-specialized real asset investments. Our deep sector expertise creates investment 
and financing solutions unparalleled in the industry.

For more information, please visit sprott.com
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Sprott Asset Management LP is the investment manager to the Sprott Physical Bullion Trusts (the “Trusts”). Important information about the Trusts, 
including the investment objectives and strategies, purchase options, applicable management fees, and expenses, is contained in the prospectus. Please 
read the document carefully before investing. Investment funds are not guaranteed, their values change frequently and past performance may not be 
repeated. This communication does not constitute an offer to sell or solicitation to purchase securities of the Trusts. 

The risks associated with investing in a Trust depend on the securities and assets in which the Trust invests, based upon the Trust’s particular objectives. 
There is no assurance that any Trust will achieve its investment objective, and its net asset value, yield and investment return will fluctuate from time 
to time with market conditions. There is no guarantee that the full amount of your original investment in a Trust will be returned to you. The Trusts are 
not insured by the Canada Deposit Insurance Corporation or any other government deposit insurer. Please read a Trust’s prospectus before investing.

The information contained herein does not constitute an offer or solicitation to anyone in the United States or in any other jurisdiction in which such 
an offer or solicitation is not authorized or to any person to whom it is unlawful to make such an offer or solicitation. Prospective investors who are 
not resident in Canada or the United States should contact their financial advisor to determine whether securities of the Funds may be lawfully sold in 
their jurisdiction.

The information provided is general in nature and is provided with the understanding that it may not be relied upon as, nor considered to be, the 
rendering or tax, legal, accounting or professional advice. Readers should consult with their own accountants and/or lawyers for advice on the specific 
circumstances before taking any action.

This article may not be reproduced in any form, or referred to in any other publication, without acknowledgement that it was produced 
by Sprott Asset Management LP and a reference to www.sprott.com. The opinions, estimates and projections (“information”) contained within 
this report are solely those of Sprott Asset Management LP (“SAM LP”) and are subject to change without notice. SAM LP makes every effort to ensure 
that the information has been derived from sources believed to be reliable and accurate. However, SAM LP assumes no responsibility for any losses or 
damages, whether direct or indirect, which arise out of the use of this information. SAM LP is not under any obligation to update or keep current the 
information contained herein. The information should not be regarded by recipients as a substitute for the exercise of their own judgment. Please contact 
your own personal advisor on your particular circumstances. Views expressed regarding a particular company, security, industry or market sector should 
not be considered an indication of trading intent of any investment funds managed by Sprott Asset Management LP. These views are not to be considered 
as investment advice nor should they be considered a recommendation to buy or sell. SAM LP and/or its affiliates may collectively beneficially own/control 
1% or more of any class of the equity securities of the issuers mentioned in this report. SAM LP and/or its affiliates may hold short position in any class of 
the equity securities of the issuers mentioned in this report. During the preceding 12 months, SAM LP and/or its affiliates may have received remuneration 
other than normal course investment advisory or trade execution services from the issuers mentioned in this report.
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